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In this Letter, we study the reconstruction of digital holograms of microscopic objects using a ﬁxed-point
representation of the numercial-reconstruction process. For different bit levels in our ﬁxed-point reconstruction algorithm, we investigate the errors introduced to both the reconstructed image intensity and the unwrapped quantitative phase information. Experimental results based on a microscopic lens array are
provided. © 2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 090.1995, 200.3050, 100.5088.

Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) is a quantitative phase contrast imaging technique with a number
of important properties, such as numerical abberation compensation [1] and numerical refocusing [2].
It is suitable for high-resolution label-free analysis of
living cells [3], for investigations on reﬂective surfaces such as microelectromechanical systems [4] as
well as surface proﬁling with nanometer accuracy. To
the best of our knowledge, the numercialreconstruction process that is used both in industry
and in the research community employs ﬂoatingpoint arithmetic. This Letter addresses the
numercial-reconstruction of digital holograms using
ﬁxed-point integer arithmetic. We investigate the advantages of such an approach as well as the errors introduced into the quantitative phase.
There are two major formats for representing real
numbers in bit-sequences of 0s and 1s; ﬂoating point
and ﬁxed point. Computationally ﬁxed-point arithmetic is less demanding than ﬂoating-point arithmetic. Fixed-point devices have a simpler architecture with fewer gates and transistors and thus have
smaller cycle clock time and are faster. Additionally
ﬁxed-point processors consume less power and generate less heat than ﬂoating-point processors and are
thus well suited to portable devices where battery life
is important. Many embedded systems and handheld
units have ﬁxed-point processors. Already there are
variants of DHM that do entail some degree of portability in the recording side such as submersibledigital inline microscopes for detection of life forms in
remote inaccessible areas [5], holographic on-chip cytometry [6], plankton sampling [7], etc. In scenarios
such as these, it is essential to optimize the
numercial-reconstruction process so that it uses up
as little resources as possible if reconstruction is to be
carried out on site.
A ﬂoating-point bit sequence in binary can be broken into two smaller bit sequences, the signed mantissa and the signed exponent. In the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers ﬂoating-point
notation [8] a number is represented by N = 共−1兲s
⫻ m ⫻ 2共e−127兲 where s is the sign bit, m is the standard binary number represented by the (normalized)
fractional mantissa, and e is the (biased) exponent.
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Employing a mantissa and an exponent allows the
radix point to “ﬂoat” and thus allows calculations
over a wide range of magnitudes. Fixed-point notation on the other hand is simpler. The most common
ﬁxed-point notation is the “two’s complement.” In
two’s complement, the leading bit of positive numbers
is 0 and of negative numbers is 1. The value represented is obtained by assuming that the leftmost bit
is negative and then calculating the binary value of
the number. The spacing between all the numbers is
uniform, and thus ﬁxed-point notation can be viewed
simply as a scaled integer. The position of the radix
point is ﬁxed. A thorough description of ﬁxed- and
ﬂoating-point arithmetic can be found in [9].
The setup for a typical DHM is shown in Fig. 1. In
this study we present an algorithm for Fresnel propagation of complex phase data for phase contrast mi-

Fig. 1. Setup for DHM. The optical and the numerical
channel in digital holographic imaging are shown.
© 2010 Optical Society of America
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croscopy that is entirely based on ﬁxed-point arithmetic. In addition, we test our ﬁxed-point algorithm
on experimentally recorded digital holograms of a microlens array. We investigate the quality of the phase
reconstructions and determine the minimum number
of bits that give good reconstruction of the quantitative phase. Previous studies on quantization have focused on reducing the number of bits only in the digital hologram for compression [10,11]. By limiting the
number of bits for every stage in the reconstruction
algorithm we are effectively quantizing all the variables in the reconstruction channel. In our experiments, we use a commercially available DHM-T1000
from LynceeTec Inc. Using this microscope, the hologram of a microlens is recorded. An off axis architecture is employed and the hologram is captured with a
microscope objective of power 10⫻ and NA 0.25. The
camera in this microscope is a 1392⫻ 1040 pixels ﬁre
wire camera, and the laser is a monochromatic 682.5
nm laser source. Numerous algorithms exist that
simulate the Fresnel transform [12]. These different
algorithms are derived from different expressions for
the Fresnel Transform. For example, by expressing
the Fresnel transform as a chirp multiplication followed by a Fourier transform followed by a chirp
multiplication we may derive the direct method algorithm. This uses a single fast Fourier transform
(FFT) algorithm. By expressing the Fresnel transform as a chirp multiplication in the Fourier domain
we may arrive at the convolution or spectral method.
This is composed of two FFT algorithms and in general is the preferred algorithm used industrially. This
is because the output sampling interval is equal to
the CCD pixel pitch, and this is true regardless of the
distance parameter. We limit our study to the ﬁxedpoint implementation of the spectral method to reconstruct microscopic specimens. We use MATLAB’s
ﬁxed-point toolbox in our experiments.
The key step in this implementation is the 2D
ﬁxed-point FFT algorithm. For this study we employ
an “in-place” radix-2 ﬁxed-point FFT algorithm as described in [13]. All the variables involved in all the
stages of the reconstruction process (the phase hologram, the FFT twiddle factors and the quadratic
chirp matrix elements) are essentially sines and cosines (fractions lying between ⫺1 and 1). They can be
represented by choosing n bits, where one bit is assigned to the sign of the number and the remaining
n − 1 bits are assigned to representing the fractional
part. Sines and cosines are calculated by the Taylor
series expansion in ﬁxed-point processors. This is
computationally expensive as each element requires
many multiplications and additions and can be
speeded up using a precalculated table [14]. For this
reason almost all DSP systems employ a precalculated table of sines called the look up table (LUT).
The ﬁxed-point reconstruction algorithm is as follows:
• Convert discrete phase signal P into the chosen
ﬁxed-point notation of n bits.
• Perform discrete 2D ﬁxed-point FFT of P.
A = fixedptfft2共P兲.
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• Calculate grid of the X–Y plane. 共m , n兲
M
N
N
= 共m⌬x , n⌬y兲 for m = − M
2 to 2 − 1 and n = − 2 to 2 − 1.
i2/d −id共m / Mdy兲2+共n / Ndx兲2
e
in ﬁxed• Calculate B = e
point precision using a look up table where  is the
wavelength, d is the specimen distance, dy and dx
are the pixel pitches of the sensor.
• Convert B into the chosen ﬁxed-point notation of
n bits.
• Calculate C = A . ⴱ B.
• Perform discrete 2D ﬁxed-point FFT of C.
D = fixedptfft2共C兲.
To compare the efﬁciency of the ﬁxed-point reconstructions with that of the ﬂoating-point reconstructions, the reconstructed phase is unwrapped using
the discrete cosine transform method [15]. The phase
reconstruction becomes perceptible after 18 bits of
representing data, and the shape of the microlens is
completely perceptible at 20 bits [Fig. 2(a)]. The rms
error in the surface height at 20 bits is 140 nm. At 24
bits it is 6.28 nm [Fig. 2(b)], and at 32 bits it is 0.028
nm. While the ﬁxed-point arithmetic-based reconstruction algorithm has the disadvantage of introducing some error into the quantitative phase measurements, it takes up less computational resources when
compared to ﬂoating-point arithmetic. The time
taken by a version implemented on hardware is dependent on the total number of computations involved in the algorithm, which can be calculated approximately. The total number of operational cycles
required for multiplying a p bit word with a q bit
word is pq, and the total number of operational cycles
required for the addition of a p bit word to a q bit
word is max共p , q兲 [16]. A radix-2 FFT takes 2N log N
multiplications and 3N log N additions [13]. We assume that all the variables (including the hologram
samples) in the numercial-reconstruction process

Fig. 2. (Color online) Reconstructions for (a) 20 bits ﬁxed
point, (b) 24 bits ﬁxed point, and (c) 64 bit (double precision) ﬂoating point. The surface proﬁles (third row) are
shown for the horizontal black line in the second row.
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have b bits. For a hologram of size N pixels, elementwise multiplication of a N-pixel chirp matrix with the
output from a N-pixel FFT matrix requires ⬃O共Nb2兲
multiplications. Therefore, the total computational
cycles required for reconstruction (two FFTs and one
chirp multiplication) will be b2共4N log N + N兲
+ b共6N log N兲. The number of computational cycles
and the resulting error in the measurement of surface height of a microlens for a 512⫻ 512 hologram is
shown in Fig. 3. The latter is calculated by comparing
the unwrapped phase from reconstructions from the
ﬁxed-point algorithm against “ideal” reconstruction
from the ﬂoating-point algorithm. The * line shows
the increase in the number of computations in the reconstruction algorithm as the variable bit length. The
x line shows the corresponding decrease in the rms
error of the unwrapped phase. It is seen that as the
bit size increases, the number of computations grows
almost linearly (N log N complexity), but the error in
the reconstructed phase decreases exponentially 共 21N 兲.
At 24 bits the total number of operations is approximately 50% less than those at 32 bits.
We have reconstructed phase contrast digital holograms using ﬁxed-point arithmetic for the numercialreconstruction process. We have shown that it is possible to reconstruct quantitative phase data with
good ﬁdelity using ﬁxed-point arithmetic with 20 bits
or more. The number of computations decrease with

Fig. 3. (Color online) Number of computations required in
reconstruction and the rms error in the surface proﬁle. Experimental results show that each additional bit reduces
the error by half.

the number of bits, but the error in the signal increases. The number of bits can be chosen to suit the
accuracy required by the application. We believe that
this work will facilitate the use of low-power ﬁxedpoint processors for a fully portable record display
DHM. Such a device may have widespread application in on site industrial inspection and bedside cellular imaging.
The research leading to these results has received
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